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“Food deserts”—evidence and assumption in health policy making

Steven Cummins, Sally Macintyre

Assertions can be reported so often that they are considered true (“factoids”). They may sometimes even be used to determine health policy when empirical information is lacking. Steven Cummins and Sally Macintyre use the claimed existence of “food deserts”—poor urban areas where residents cannot buy affordable, healthy food—to illustrate why policy makers need to look more critically at the facts.

In December 2001 a cross party motion on food poverty signed by 198 UK MPs gained its first reading in parliament. The Food Poverty (Eradication) Bill is now waiting to be read for a second time.1 Though this bill is a laudable attempt to introduce a policy designed to improve the nutrition of those with the lowest incomes and in the poorest places, it is an example of how some ideas become accepted as fact though they may not be true. They become “factoids”: assumptions or speculations reported and repeated so often that they are popularly considered true; they are simulated or imagined facts.2 This paper illustrates how, if the social climate is right, facts about the social world can be assumed and hence used as the basis for health policy in the absence of much empirical information.

The bill

The bill’s provisions require the secretary of state to publish and implement a strategy for abolishing food poverty and to set targets for implementing that strategy. In presenting the bill to parliament, Alan Simpson, MP, stated: “Whatever collection of ideas we pursue, we will have to consider incentives for dealing with places in almost all our cities and communities that have become food deserts where one cannot find fresh food outlets that are accessible to the food poor.”3 His statement suggests that a well established body of evidence supports his assertion and that it applies across the United Kingdom.

What is a “food desert”?4

The term “food desert” was reputedly first used by a resident of a public sector housing scheme in the west of Scotland in the early 1990s. It first appeared in a government publication in a 1995 document from a policy working group of the Low Income Project Team of the then Conservative government’s Nutrition Task Force.4 The term has been used increasingly by academics, policy makers, and community groups to describe populated urban areas where residents do not have access to an affordable and healthy diet.5 Government reports have said that food deserts may damage public health by restricting the availability and affordability of foods that may benefit health.6 7 These reports have influenced several policy recommendations designed to promote adequate retail provision of food for those with a low income or who live in poor neighbourhoods. The reports have aimed to identify best practice and innovative approaches to improving shopping access in such neighbourhoods.

Summary points

Factoids are assumptions or speculations reported and repeated until they are considered true

They are sometimes used to determine health policy when empirical information is lacking

The assumption that in the United Kingdom there are poor urban areas where residents cannot buy affordable, healthy food (“food deserts”) is a factoid

Policy strategies to combat the existence of food deserts exemplify how factoids can influence health and social policy

The burden of proof, or demand for evidence, may vary according to a policy’s perceived fit within current collective world views

Policy makers need to move away from unquestioning acceptance and should look at the facts more critically

During a speech in September 1998 to launch the publication of the Independent Inquiry into Inequalities in Health,8 Donald Acheson (chairman of the inquiry) used food deserts as an example of a mechanism by which poverty and social inequality could cause poor health. This appeared in the national press, which reported that millions of households were undernourished because they did not have the opportunity to make healthy food choices.9 Residents of poor communities have blamed the lack of supermarkets in their areas as the main reason for not being able to eat more healthily.10 Popularly, therefore, the major food retailers are held partly responsible for the emergence of food deserts—for not establishing shops in poor communities and so denying residents the benefits of choice and a good price.

Does the evidence match the policy response?

How far does cited evidence in the government’s documents mentioned above match their policy responses? Three main UK studies are frequently cited in this field: Mooney, Piachaud et al, and Sooman.
et al. Acheson’s report referred to the first two of these studies to support the statement that there is “a paradox that a healthy basket of food has been found to cost more in disadvantaged areas than in affluent areas . . . [This] has led to the creation of ‘food deserts.’” On closer examination of the primary data reported by Mooney, a different picture emerges.

Table 1 reproduces the original data from Mooney’s 1990 paper, which was based on research in Hampstead, London. The data in this table have been used by the independent inquiry paper as well as by other authors as evidence that food deserts exist in the United Kingdom. The recommendations in Acheson’s report, however, cannot be supported by the strength of this evidence alone. The table, based on food prices in nine supermarkets, shows that though a basket of healthy goods costs more than a basket of unhealthy goods both in a deprived and in an affluent area, both the healthy and unhealthy baskets are cheaper in the deprived area than in the affluent area. We have never seen this point referred to in citations of this work, which is usually cited as evidence that food is more expensive in poorer areas.

The paper by Piachaud et al does not discuss or describe the existence of food deserts. It shows that the type and size of shop is important in determining the price and availability of food and that small shops generally have a smaller range and are more expensive. It does not compare rich and poor areas—only different areas of the United Kingdom.

Another paper widely cited in the academic literature, though not by Acheson’s report or by the 1998 report by the government’s Social Exclusion Unit, was a small exploratory study in Glasgow by Sooman et al. In 1992 it examined the price and availability of a basket of more and less healthy foods in 10 stores in both a more and a less deprived area. The researchers found that healthy food cost more in an affluent area than in a more affluent area but that the relative difference in cost between healthy food and unhealthy food was smaller in the more affluent area. The stores were not a systematic or random sample, and no significance tests were done to compare the two localities because the authors (including one of us, SM) regarded this as a pilot study with insufficient power to detect differences between the areas. This study has been uncritically cited, however, in the United Kingdom and the United States as showing that healthy food is more expensive and less available in more deprived areas.

The Social Exclusion Unit’s report gave no supporting evidence for the assertion that some urban areas of the United Kingdom had become food deserts. Although the report cited a study that said that unhealthy food was generally less expensive than healthy food, it did not cite evidence that food systematically costs more in deprived areas.

Bad science or bad interpretation?

We are not suggesting that primary research (such as the three papers described above) is based on bad science or that the authors have made exaggerated claims about the significance of their work. We are suggesting that food deserts are an “idea whose time has come,” and that somewhat slender empirical evidence has been used (sometimes erroneously, as in the interpretation of Mooney’s work) to support the idea that food deserts are widespread. Primary research can easily be overinterpreted to suit the needs of individuals or groups, and subsequently be cited in journals, at seminars, and in the media without close reference to the original source material. If these three studies had concerned an issue not so eagerly espoused by many in central and local government and public health, and by the public too, and if the issue had been more contentious—for example, if they had argued in support of risks associated with the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine or that HIV is not the causative agent in AIDS—we suspect that the studies would have been more critically appraised, with demands for replication, larger sample sizes, and more robust designs.

As Macintyre et al have noted, a plausible and attractive theory with seemingly straightforward solutions is not a sufficient basis on which to make policy. Big “multiple” stores have economies of scale that allow them to stock at reasonable prices a wide range of products—including foods that are currently recommended in dietary guidelines. In a recent study in Glasgow we found that big multiple stores were more likely to be located in or near deprived areas; we also found that a range of 57 basic food items was either similar in price or cheaper in more deprived areas than in more affluent areas.

Recent trends in the food retail economy may mean that many small and large multiple stores are increasingly moving back into city centres and local sites closer to relatively deprived populations. Market forces may therefore already be producing the better availability that the bill seeks. However, we believe this to be an empirical question, not one about which assumptions can be made either way, however plausible they may seem.

A forthcoming special issue of the journal Urban Studies advocates improving research methods to achieve a more scientific approach to measuring people’s access to food. In addition, the editorial in that special issue raises some important points about the assumption—despite a lack of empirical evidence—that food deserts existed throughout the 1990s. The author notes that the term food deserts became convenient shorthand for a complex problem. He suggests that it should not be surprising therefore to find that, when research did begin to explore the issue in greater depth, government departments developed different policies. For example, the recent report on supermarkets by the Competition Commission (set up by the secretary of state for trade and industry) concluded that little evidence existed across the United Kingdom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area (No of shops)</th>
<th>Healthy basket (£)</th>
<th>Unhealthy basket (£)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entire district (9)</td>
<td>11.01 (0.91)</td>
<td>9.72 (1.18)</td>
<td>18**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprived area (5)</td>
<td>11.13 (0.43)</td>
<td>9.23 (0.40)</td>
<td>19**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affluent area (4)</td>
<td>11.98 (1.11)</td>
<td>10.32 (1.50)</td>
<td>17**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.
Kingdom of significantly poorer access in poor urban areas to the retail outlets of the large multiple food retailers. This finding was in marked contrast to the findings of the Social Exclusion Unit and Acheson's report.

Recent papers have suggested that when health policy or interventions are formulated to reduce inequalities in health, there is confusion about what “works” and what sort of evidence is useful. This confusion exists despite an ever increasing wealth of data on health inequalities and how they arise. Similarly, ambivalence exists about applying the principles of evidence based medicine to social or public health policies and about considering ways in which this “evidence gap” could be narrowed.

Conclusion

The overinterpretation of a few small scale studies undertaken up to 10 years ago could end up being used to make policy decisions supported by major central government groups and agencies, because the findings are understood to fit in with the current way of thinking. We are not suggesting that food deserts do not exist in the United Kingdom or elsewhere—although recent work still produces conflicting results. Rather, we have raised important questions about how evidence in public health is produced, interpreted, and reproduced when making health policy.

This paper illustrates how factoids can easily and uncritically become part of the apparatus of government health policy when they fit with broader policy objectives. The key problem is that the burden of proof; or demand for evidence, may vary according to a policy's perceived fit with the prevailing collective world views about issues of popular topical interest. One of the main messages of the evidence based movement needs to be emphasised: when making any health policy (or other) decisions, we need to move away from an unquestioning acceptance of conventional wisdom and “expert” advice and cast a more critical and objective eye over the facts.
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